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400 Chestnut Street Tower II

May 20, 1980

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. L. S. Rubenstein, Acting Chief

Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Rubenstein:

In the >btter of the Application of ) Docket No. 50-327
Tennessee Valley Authority )

Reference: Letter from A. Schwencer to H. G. Parris dated iby 5,1980

Enclosure 1 of the referenced letter requested additional information
on the special test program and procedures for Sequoyah Nuclear Plant.
Enclosed for your review are 10 copies of the TVA response.

The additional information requested in Enclosure 2 will be supplied
on or before May 21, 1980. The additional information requested in
Enclosure 3 will be supplied by May 29, 1980.

If you have any questions, please get in touch with D. L. Lambert at
FTS 854-2581.

.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
_
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~_ ,v-b
L. M. Mills, Manager
Nuclear Regulation and Safety

Enclosure (10)
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

EVALUATION OF SPECIAL TEST PROGRAM

Question 1

Pre-test predictions have been made to guide the operating crews in the
performance of the tests. For example, see Table 1 attached to each pro-
cedure. This guidance should be supplemented by providing the following
information to the operating crew and the NRC staff.

'. The predicted variation of hot leg temperature, core delta T and
flow rate versus time. A single transient calculation, initiating
at perhaps 3% power, using FSAR analyses should be sufficient for
tests 1, 2, 5, and 7. -

,

2. An estimate of the rate of pressure decrease with time for test 3
in which the pressurizer heaters are turned off.

3. Bounding analyses for test 6 to determine the maximum rate of

cooldown and the maximum rate of heatup that may be expected.

4. The predictions in Table 1 of the procedure for test 4 (and the other
tests) indicate that analyses were performed for operation with
various numbers of isolated loops. Provide the assumptions and results
of these analyses regarding the variation of RCS and steam generator
shell side temperatures versus time in the isolated and non-isolated
loops. Also provide your predictions of the direction of primary
side flow in the isolation steam generator (s).

5. In test 8 you specify a maximum rate of power increase of .75%/ min.
What is the minimum rate of power increase needed for a meaningful
test? For the maximum rate of power increase, provide an analysis
which shows the variation of T with time and shows the 65 F loophatdelta T criteria will not be exceeded.

Response

In the questions provided, the assumption was made that pretest predictions
have been performed for each of the special tests (referencing Table 1 in
the special test procedures). This is not the case, hovever, since bounding
analyses uere performed for the tests as described in the Special Test
Saf ety Evaluat ion Report.

The operating crews have performed the tests on the Sequoyah simulator and
have revi.wed the procedures to ensure they contain adequate guidance.

1. The analysis described (i.e. , the transient calculation initiating
at 3 percent power using FSAR analyses) has not. been perfoceed; however,
engineering judgement has been used to predict the approximate trends
-in the specified parameters.
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Since depressurization is gradual, we do not expect significant variations
with time for hot leg temperature, core delta T, or flow rate during
test 5. The variations of these parameters with time in tests 1, 2, and
7 are expected to be essentially the same. Test I will be performed
first. During the performance of test 1, the operations personnel will
become familiar with the transient response prior to performance in
tests 2 and 7. To aid the operator in performing test 1, general guide-
linen or trends are given to indicate to the operator what he should
expect during the transient.

2. The rate of pressure decrease is estimated to be 20 psi / hour. This
value is determined using full temperature pressurizer heat losses and
treating the pressurizer as a closed system (no insurges or outsurges).

3. The estimated heat loss from the RCS using full power temperatures is
less than 2.6 megawatts (including maximum letdown). The approximate
RCS liquid mass is 555,000 lbm. Using a liquid , specific heat of 1.2
BTU /lba F yields a cooldown rate of roughly 13 F/hr if no pumps were
running. This does not include the latent heat of .he metal and the
pressurizer vapor and therefore should be a conservative estimate of
the cooldown rate. The maximen heatup rate, if minimal thermal losses
occur and letdown is secured, should be less than 15 /hr.

4 Table 1 in the test procedure is an estimate only. It was derived
using the following approximations:

a. Core flow driving force is proportional to the core delta T.

* b. Resistance to core flow is proportional to the loop flow squared.

The core delta T is proportional to reactor power and inverselyc.

proportional to the core flow.

d. The core flow is approximately equal t3 the number of operating
loops (non-Isolated) times the flow in each loop.

These approximations were used to extrapolate in a hand calculation, the
core flow and delta temperature over several power levels and isolt. tion
conditions. Table 1 contains estimated values only (as indicated in
the heading) and is intended only for use as an aid to the test directer
and operating personnel.

We did not feel that it would be of significant benefit to make pretest
predictions of all the various configurations shown in Table 1, We did,
however, make some engineering evaluations of the expected trends of the
parameters mentioned. We expect the steam generator shell side tempera-
tures to renaia constant in the unisolated loops and to approach T

hot! In the isolated ones. The direction of primary side flow should remain

| positive in the isolated loop, at Icast until the steam generator
reaches T .

5. The objective of tests is to verify that natural circulation can be
established f rom stagnant condit ions using reactor power. to simulate
decay heat conditions. This objective is independent of the rate of
power increase; therefore, there is no minimum rate of power increase
stipulated for a meaningful test.

!
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Thin maximum rate of power increase was stipulated to prevent the reactor
power from significantly leading the flow.

The bases for the 650F loop delta T criterion is that this is the full
power delta T, which means that T should not exceed the normal full
power T We have no absolute h9Eurance that the core delta T will.

; not reab8 the 650F value, however, if it does, the reactor will be
tripped manually with no expected damage to the clad. This transient
is bounded by the analysis presented in the special test safety
evaluation section 4.2.

Question 2

Since system pressures may vary appreciahly during the tests, the core exit
and average temperature limits of Section 2.1.1 are not appropriate through-
out the test. The margin to saturation appears to be the key limiting
parameter. It appears that errors in temperature and pressure readings
under low flow conditions could be such that a subcooling of less than
10 F would not be indicated even if an actual subcooling of 0 F occurs.
With respect to core exit thermocouples, the following is noted: (a) thermo-
couples are located within sampling chambers in the UllI support columns,
(b) with all pumps operating, flow inside the support columns and above the
thermocouple is from the upper head region (T close to cold leg T) for
outer locations and in upward direction for central region; (c) flow
directions and temperatures for natural circulation conditions have not
been tested. Provide a tabulation cnd discussion of potential inaccuracles
and uncertainties in the core exit thermocouple and pressure readings that
affect the subcooling margin.

Restanse

'Ibe 100F margin to saturation temperature as the point for SI actuation is
based on the following-

,

1. Pressurf ter Pressure - Nominal steady-state errora of 3% span which
corresponds to an error in pressure of 24 psi. This results in an
error of approximately 2 F in the pressure range of 1700 to 2200 psig.

2. RCS Wide Range Pressure - Nominal steady-state errors of 3% span
which corresponds to an error in pressure of 90 psi. This results
in an error of 7-10 F in the pressure range of 1400 to 2200 psig.

3. Thermocouples - Nominal steady-state errors of 2% per pcint. Using

a temgerature of 600 F, the steady-state errors in temperature would
be 12 F.

Using random readings from thermocouples in conjunction with a random
Pressurizer Pressure channel, the indicated temperature will be withini

j !12.2 F of the actual temperature during 95% of normal operation. Use of
the highest thermocouple and lowest pressurizer pressure channel results in
even closer agreement with the actual saturation temperature. This is felt
to be adequate to warrant the use of an indicated margin to saturation of
10 F for SI initiation. It should be noted that the test procedures restrict

| operation to no less than 20 F indicated margin and test termination with
| reactor trip at an indicated 15 F margin to saturation. This would eliminate

the heat source reducing the possibility that SI will .lur required.

,

-
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Question 3

Although the hot and cold leg pipe Reynolds numbers indicate turbulent flow
under natural circulation conditions, flow stratification can exist. Provide

: information on the immersion depth, size, number and location of T
ho*RTD's for hot and cold leg temperature measured during the test program.

'

Discuss the capability of this instrumentation to give representative values
'

for hot and cold leg temperatures and provide an estimate of the potential
inaccuracles and uncertainties in the readings.,

1 Response

i There are four Wide Range T and four Wide Range T RTD's (one TH "" ""
! T Per 1 p) in the RCS. Tlle T * # " # "" * " *C H
i and the T. RTD's are located in thermowells in the cold legs. Nominal
! steady-sthte errors of 4% span, with an allowance of 3Z for flow / temperature

stratification, were assumed. This corresponds to a possible error in
temperature of 28 F. Ef forts are made to cross check the Wide Range RTD's
with the Narrow Range RTD's when RCP's are operating and in the Narrow Range
span to minimize the steady-state errors.

j Ouestion 4

I Using Tables 2.2-1, " Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Trip Setpoints,"
and 3.3-4, " Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System Instrumentation Trip<

Setpo *nts." of the Technical Specifications, provide, for each of the pro-'

posed tests, a matrix identifying each functional unit that will be bypassed
using the permissive interlocks. For functional units otherwise defeated,
identify the trip and describe the method, time, and manpower requirements

i for restoring its operability. Verify that the analyses and results presented
i in the "l; valuation of Special Test Program" d id not take credit for any

f unc t ion?. tFac were '>ypassed or defeated using the interlocks or by other
mCaqs.

3 Response

Table 1 notes the operability of the various protection channels for the
special tests. All channels that are noted as blocked by permissive or
defeated were assumed to be inoperable when the safety evaluation was per-
formed, thus no credit was taken for their operation. No assumptions were
made as to time or manpower required to restore the operability of the de-
feated channels, but rather an overall assessment of the test period relative
to plant life was made. It should be noted that while automatic actuation
of SI is blocked, reactor trip and the alarms from an SI channel will be

i operable with the operator utilizing them as necessary.

! Question 5
l
~

Section 2.1.3 refers to a positive moderator temperature coefficient that
was considered in the analyses. Provide the following information: predicted,

coefficient as a function of temnerature; a description of measurements of
the moderator temperature coefficient to be made before the special test
program starts to verify the prediction, including the temperature range
the measurements will cover.

!

.
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Response

The moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) will be verified to be within

FSAR analysis assumptions as a part of the zero power physics test program.
This verification will be made at approximately 547 F. The tests will be
performed such that the MTC will be approximately 0 pen / F. At various
temperatures the MTC may be slightly positive (at low temperatures) or
slightly negative (near T load), but efforts will be made to keep the
value of approximately 0 pSm/ F. The expected MTC under all test conditions
is less than the value of +2.7 pcm/ F used in the Safety Evaluation.

Ducution 6

From the discusnions during the meeting on 4/23/30, it was understood that
the auxiliary spray would be used for pressure control for some tests. If

either of the two valves in the charging lines, which are in parallel with
the auxiliary pressurizer spray line, are open, there may be no auxiliary
spray flow. If the valves in the charging lincs are , closed to permit
pressure control with the auxiliary pressurizer spray, how is pressurizer
level controlled if normal letdown is used?

Response

Since both the normal charging path and the auxiliary spray line go into
the reactor coolant system, there is no effect on pressurizer level as long
as charging and letdown balance. If auxiliary spray is needed, the normal
charging path will be isolated for as long as necessary to control pressure
and then reopened. While using auxiliary spray, the flow to the spray nozzle
can be adjusted by opening the normal spray valves and allowing some of the
flow to bypass the spray nozzle and directly enter the RCS cold legs. In

the way the normal charging flow rate can be maintained yet not all will be
directed to the spray nozzle. Using this method, charging and letdown will
remain balanced and no pressurizer icvel problems are foreseen.

Question 7

Explain item (5) in Section 2.1.4 of the Safety Evaluation.

Response

The "at power" reactor trips are those blocked by permissive p-7 when
less than 10* RTp. These trips are: loss of flow in two or more loops,/

under-vol tage - RCp, underfrequency - RCp, pressurizer pressure - low,
pressurizer water level - high, and reactor trip from turbine trip.

Question 8

You proposed to block the automatic actuation of safety injection during the
performance of the low power test program. provide a discussion of the
safety considerations (both the benefits and possible adverse impacts) of
the approach you propose relative to changing setpoints during the test
program.

.

.
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Response

The safety evaluation was performed based on operator initiation of Safety
Injection when required. In those instances where S1 is necessary, there
is sufficient time for the operator to respond. There is sufficient
reactivity bank worth with the control rods a,bove the insertion limits such,

that SI is not necessary to provide shutdown margin af ter reactor trip. The
main function of SI for the special tests is to provide RCS inventory, for
Wich it has been determined that adeqaate time is available for operator
response. Westinghouse has determined that at the low flow rates experienced
during the special tests it is advisable to reduce the possibility of a
spurious SI because of temperature stresses to the primary system. The
special tests will be performed in an operation area where spurious SI may
be likely. In addition, there are two tests where the pressurizer pressure
is expected to decrease below the lower limit of the instrument span (1700
psig). To prevent these unnecessary thermal transients, it is recommended
that the automatic actuation of SI be blocked.

Question 9 -

For tests when pressurizer heaters are turned off or rendered inoperable by
loss of power, it is stated in Section 2.1.7 that pressurizer pressure will
be controlled by changing pressurizer level. The recent North Anna incident
showed that the pressurizer pressure is very sensitive to level under these
conditions. How has this effect been included in the pre-test analysis and

: test procedures?
I

Response

The conditions in the special tests are not the same as those existing at
North Anna. The problems that Narth Anna experienced were caused by:

1. Subcooled liquid in the pressurizer causing sensitivity to level
reduction because of the loss of water-to-steam flashing as pressure
was reduced. This sensitivity continued until the pressurizer heaters
heated the water back to naturation temperature.

2. A safety injection causing isolation of all letdown and a rapid addition
to the RCS water inventory. This resulted in the pressure rising to
the PORV setpoint and repeated cycling of the PORV to compensate for
the inventory addition.

Af ter the SI was terminated, normal letdown and charging reestablished, and
the pressurizer water temperature heated back to saturation condition, their
sensitivity problems did not exist. In our natural circulation tests, we
will not have the pressurizer conditions that North Anna had and therefore,
we do not anticipate pressure control problems.

i Ouestion 10

You propose to lock out the UHI system during the performance of the low;

power test program. Provide a discussion of the safety considerations (both
; the benefits and.possible , adverse impacts) of the approach you propose.

Clearly list the tests and postulated accidents that may cause the system,

pressure to decrease suf ficiently to result in UHI injection if the oystemi

were not locked out.

|
,

| .
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Response

- The transients which reduce the RCS pressure sufficiently to actuate UHI
have been reviewed (Table 2) to determine the effects of locking out UIII
during the low power test program. The only transients requiring UllI for
mitigation are the loss of coolant accidents. These two transients are
discussed separately in the response to questions 13 and 15. Even under
nornal full power operation, UIII is not required to reduce the consequence
of a steam line break. A number of the remaining transients become less
likely due to the methods of operation which will be enployed during the
low power test operation. With the pumps tripped, the opening of a
pressurimr spray valve becomes inconsequential. During, tests, the power
op"ated rslief valves will be blocked. Thus, further depressurization

to .i cortrofled malfunction or inadvertant opening becomes highlyune

ullikelv.

The special low pcwer test program requires a large amount of operator
action for manual pressure control. Using, in most cases, auxiliary spray
and steam dutsp. It could then be expected that the probabJlity of UlII
being actuated due to one of these operations being carried to an extreme
would be increased. The activation of UllI with the pumps tripped may
require removal of the upper head for inspection due to thermal stress
effects in the guide tubes. Since the addition of UllI is not increasing
the margin of safety under these test conditions, it is desirable to lock
out the UllI system during the performance of the low power tests.

Question 11

For each instrument that provides an automatic reactor trip, engineered
safety feature actuation, or visual indication of a parameter monitored
(Section 3.0, Operational Safety Criteria) for manual reactor trip or
safety injection, submit an evaluation of the methods used to compensate
for this during operation outside the Technical Specification limits. For
example, T is as low as 425 F (Section 2.1.4). Are the temperature
readings aEE6 rate? Are the measurements of other parameters (e.g., steam
generator level) affected?

.

Response

The instruments that are affected by reduced temperature operation are.

1. Neutron Flux - Both power and intermediate rangen, due to increased
shielding from colder water in the downcomer. Test 9A will determine
th2 errors introduced from this effect. As a ba.ee assumption, 1%
errot in the power level per F in downcomer temperature was assumed.

2. Water level - Pressurizer water level and steam generator water level
indications will be impacted. Under extreme conilitions, steam
generator level may be expected to indicate about 2% below actual
icvel, below 18% level, and about 57 above actual level at 80% level.
In addition, pressuriner level may be expected to indicate about 77'
below actual level below 35%, and about 10% above actual level at 807
level. These errors are in the conservative direction in all cases.
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j 3. RCS flow - Since this trip function is blocked and operation will be
at very low flow rates, this parameter was not considered in the
evaluation.

1

'

Question 12

Section 4.1.1.1 indicates that at least one RCS pump will be started
following every reactor trip. Explain the basis of this action in light of
the following considerations: effects on heat transfer, additional heat

; source from pump heat, boron mixing, and system pressure control. Specify
i that all four pumps should be operating prior to rod withdrawal f rom a
j suberitical position.

; Response
i
J The object of starting at least one RCp following each reactor trip is to

ensure positive coolant flow through the core during e.ubsequent RCCA with-
! drawal maneuvers which will be required to return the core to a critical

condition and to operating power levels for the tests, Without this pre-
caution, each occurrence of reactor trip, whether inadvertent, deliberate,
or required for protection, would be followed by a startup transient similar
to that proposed in test H lut with less control of initial conditions. In
the event of an accident or inadvertent transient during the return to'

critical and power, Westinghouse design correlations indicate that positive
; core flow would tend to reduce the probability of DNB relative to the case
j with no flow. For example, an evaluation has indicated that in the event

of uncontrolled rod bank withdrawal at normal RCS temperatures with one RCP!

operating, DNB would be precluded. In the event that DNB has occurred,
positive flow would tend to improve post-DNB heat transfer and thus reduce
the rcsultant clad temperature and degree of clad damage. The heat source
from the pump, which is much lower than the test design power levels, would
tend to offset system heat losses and at most heat the system at a few,

degrees per hour. Any non-uniformity in boron concentration existing ini

the RCS loops would be eliminated by the operation of one RCP before criticality
is attained. Operation of the pump on the loop connected to the pressurizer
curge line also permits use of normal pressurizer spray, which allows both
mixing of pressurizer water wi:h the RCS pressure. If the RCp is started

shortly af ter a trip from normal test conditions, a drop in pressurizer
icvel and pressure will be expected, with level returning to the normal
no-load level. Return to normal RCS pressure can be accomplished within
a few minutes using pressurizer heaters.

; Ouestion 13
|

Provide a description of the analyses which indicate that the core will1

i remain covered "for at 1 cast 6000 seconds" following a small LOCA.
i (Section 4.1.2.)

Response

The small break loss of coolant transient was evaluated by examining the
case of a 1-inch break with no SI hnt with Ulli at 5 percent power. For
this case, the core began to uncover at 24,000 seconde. If it is assumed

,

'

that ' UllI flow lef t the system as saturated liquid, then the core would
uncover approximately 1800 seconds earlier, or at approximately 22,200
seconds. If it is assumed the UllI flow 1cf t the system as a vapor, then
the core would uncover approximately 8000 seconds earlier, or at approximately

!
!

_
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16,000 seconds. An analysis of the case for full power with no UHI, the !;

i core begins to uncover at approximately 8000 seconds. Thus, the advantage
of 5 percent power operation is 8000 seconds or a factor of two in
uncovery time. A third analysis shows that at full power a 2-inch break,

with no Si or UHI core uncovered at approximately 4000 seconds. Using the
factor of two from the previous case, it would be expected that the 5 percent
power case would remain covered for 8000 seconds. The low power-low stored
energy operation causes a much faster depressurization than the full power
case. This results in activation of the cold leg accumulators sooner for

j the low power transients. The earlier addition of the cold leg accumulators
will provide additional cooling for the low power transients. The 6000
second core uncovery time mentioned in the submittal represents an added
t.onservatism to the 2-inch break 8000 second uncovery time.

Question 14

Low probability alone does not seem suf ficient reason, to dismiss the single
rod withdrawal (Section 4.1.2.3) and rod ejection (Section 4.1.3.6)
accidents without analysis. Provide the maximum core heat flux (or fraction
of normal heat flux) for this event. Determine whether the conclusion stated
in the last sentence of Section 4.2.3.2 is applicabic to these events.

Response

For the single rod withdrawal transient, the maximum core average heat flux
would be 10 percent of the core average heat flux of full power, assuming
reactor trip at 10 percent power and no DNB. If the transient occurs during
a period (in test 9A or 9B) following a reduction in reactor downcomer
temperature and before compensating corrections to the NIS channel gains
or flux trip setpoints have been made, reactor trip could occur at a power
higher than 10 percent and thus the core heat flux would be higher. For
example, accuming a 17/ F reduction in indicated power and an uncompensated
temperature reduction from 557 F to 450 F, the maximum core average heat
flux would be 21 percent of normal full power heat flux.

Although no calculations of rod ejection transients have been made for the
test conditions, the results for the FSAR case at hot zero power conditions
are indicative of the order of magnitude of core heat flux. This calculation
ansumed all ECP's operating, neglected the effect of local boiling on heat
transfer, and used a delayed neutron fraction appreciably below the cycle 1
BOL minimum value. The resultant peak core average heat flux is 25 percent
of the ence average beat flux at full power.

No analyses have been performed to determine whether the DNB criteria of
the FSAR are met for these types of transients.

Question 15

Provide a description of the analyses which indicate that the core will
remain covered for 1.7 hours following a large I.0CA. (Section 4.1.3.)

Response -

The large break loss of coolant accident was evaluated by determining how
long it would require to begin to uncover the core if the vessel was

.
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initially full of water up to the botton of the hot legs. The water to
fill the vessel to this Icvel is supplied by the cold leg accumulacors.
The low power-low burnop condition of the core would allow the refill;

j process to occur much more rapidly than if power operation had been the
initial condition. A linear axial void fraction dist ribution was assumed

| in the core at the time of uncovery.
I

Question 16

For the analysis described in Section 4.2.1, provide a figure of core heat
i flux versus time corresponding to Figure 4.2.1.
>
' Response

See attached Figure 1.

Question 17
.

The last sentence of Section 4.2.3.2 states that " Analyses of core condi-
tions" indicate that the DNB criterion of the FSAR is met. Describe the
data or - ;rclations that were used to determine the critical heat flux

for low flow conditions that will exist during the test program. Why
doesn't the same conclusion regarding meeting of DNB criteria apply for
the RCC bank withdrawal of transients described in Section 4.2.2?

Response

For certain cooldown transients, the conclusion that DNB is precluded was
drawa based on use of the U-3 critical heat flux correlation. Although
the nnalyses for the cooldown events discussed in Section 4.2.3.2 result
in mass velocity below the range of direct applicability of the correlation,,

i the reactor heat 81m was so low relative to the predicted critical heat
J f l u:: that even a factor of 2 would not result in serious concern for DNB

for this event.

For uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal transients, analyses have shown that
for cases similar to those prescated in the FSAR, i.e., continuous insertion
rate, a reactor trip will occur on the low setting of the high flux trip.,

' Because of the difficulty of calculating core hydraulic behavior under
test conditions, the potential for DNH resulting from inadvertant rod;

"

withdrawal has not been precluded by analysis. Once reactor trip is
obtained, a rod assumed to be in DNB would have adequate cooling.
Figure 4.2.4 of the Safety Evaluation shows the time of reactor trip as a
function of insertion rate. This figure represents the maximum amount of
time a rod could be in DNB as a result of the rod withdrawal.

As a consequence of limiting the excess reactivity and the fact that many
normal trips are bypassed, there is another condition not considered in
the FSAR. This condition is that a continuous rod withdrawal will not
resul t in sufficient increase in power (10 percent assuming setpoint errors)
to cause a reactor trip. Because of the dif ficulty of predicting DNB under
the test conditions, it has not been absolutely demonstrated that DNB will
.9t result with an ensuing clad temperature excursion until manual reactor
Jip is initiated. Again,"due to analysis limitations, a reasonable low

bound on required operator action time has not been demonstrated. There-
fore, major reliance is placed on the low probability of inadvertant rod
withdrawal events occurring during the limited test duration.

'
. _ _ .- -
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PROTECTION CilA!!!EL TEST 1 2 3 /* 5 6 7 8 4A 93

Pouer Range, !!cutron Flux-liigh Setpoint Rx.Tr.
Power Range, !;eut.ron Flux-I.ou Setpoint Rx.Tr. R R R R R R R R R R *

Porer Range, !;eutron Flux-lif rh Positive Rate Rx.Tr.
Pouer Range, Neut.ron Flux-111gh :egative Rate Rx.Tr.
Intermediate Range, I;eutron Flux Rx.Tr. R R R R R R R R R R
Source Range, Neutron Flux Rx.Tr. P-6 P-6 P-6 P-6 P-6 P-6 P-6 P-6 P-6 P-6
Overtenperature Delta T Rx Tr. D D D D D D D D
Overpouer Delta T Rx.Tr D D D D D D D D
Pressurizer Pressure-Low Rx.Tr. P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 !

Pressurizer Pressure-Iligh Rx.Tr. P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7
Pressurizer Water Level-111gh Rx.Tr.
Loss of Flou Rx.Tr. P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7
Steam Generator Water Level-Lou Lou Rx Tr. R R R R R R R R R R
Steam /Feedvater Flou W smatch Pa.Tr. D D D D D D D D D D

'

Steam Generator llater Level-Lou Rx.Tr. D D D D D D D D D D
Undervoltage-RCP Rx.Tr. P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7
Underfrequency-RCP Rx.Tr. P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7
Turbine Trip Rx.Tr. P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7 .P-7 P-7 P-7 P-7
Containment Pressure-Iligh SI D D D D D D D D D D
Pressurizer Pressure-Low SI D D P-ll/D D P-11/D D D D D D
Differential Pressure Between Two

Steamlines-lligh SI D D D D D D D D D D
Steam Flow in Two Steamlines-High SI D D D D D D D D D D
T -Low Low SI D D D P-12/D D D D P-12/D P-12/D P-12/D
S$bmlinePressure-Lou SI D D D D D D D D D D
Containment Pressure-liigh High $3
Steam Generator Unter Level-High High Fdutr. Iso.

.

4

R - Setpoint changed to lover value,

D - Automatic protection function defeated
P-6 - Reactor Trip blocked by permissive P-6,

P-7 - Reactor Trip blocked by permissive P-7
P-11 - Safety Injection blocked by permissive P-11,

P-12 - Safety Injection Blocked by permissive P-12

i

I

-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _.__ - _ . - .
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TRANSIENTS ACTUATING UllI
i
1

Design Number,

| Transient Case of Occurrences
'

; 1. Reactor trip with cooldown, including 10
inadvertent initiation of SI,

) a. Cooldown due to excess feedwater-

*

b. Cooldown due to excess steam dump
,

?

2. Inadvertent RCS depressurization 20

! a. Actuation of one pressurizer
j safety valve
j b. Opening of one pressurizer power
; relief valve
1

c. Opening of one pressurizer spray
'

valve
i d. Controller malfunction causing one
! power relief valve and two spray

valves to open4
s

!
e. Inadvertent auxiliary snray operations

!

3. Small loss of coolant accident 5;

(1 inch break)
i

i 4. Sna11 utcam break 5

5. Large Inss of coolant accident 1

i
6. Large steam break 1>

,

i

r

i .

I
'

4 '

i
i

.

! .

s

4

1
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

PROCEDURES FOR LOW POWER TEST PROGRAM

Ouestion -

It is not clear what written instructions the operator will use in the
event plant conditions go outside the limits listed in the special test

! proceduren that only the test engineer will use. How will the operator
i know that he should manually trip the reactor or manually initiate safety

injectien?
.

Response

Criteria for nanual trip and manual initiation of safety injection are,

specified in each of the special test procedures. Thp reactor operator
will utilize these procedures during performance of the test.

Test 7 - Question A

! Explain why the battery charger is not maintained connected to the DC
bus as it would be in a real blackout condition. Any loading effect by
the charger should be included in the test.

Response

j The battery charger is not maintained connected to the DC bus because it

was much more convenient to disconnect the normal charger at that point.
The charger is designed to have no loading effect on the batteries when
not charging. It accomplishes this by utilizing a diode network to prevent
aav curr.:nt flow from the batteries.

O.iestina 4

Justify the use of temporary lights as mentioned in Step 2.14 NOTE.
L'nless all areas are blacked out, the test does not validate the
assumption that all areas of importance have been identified.

Response

Any temporary lights will only be utilized in areas in which activities
deemed important by operations are taking place, but which are not

| required in a loss of all power situations. At present, no areas have
been Identified that will need to stay in operation during the test,
but the statement is left in the test to add flexibility if that situation
should arise. The test was not designed to identify important areas in
the plant. It was designed to verify that the important areas that have
been recognized as necessary to shut the plant down safely have sufficient
Ifghting and access to fulfill this requirement.

Test 9B - Question

In Step 3.4, identify the direction that the pressure will change so that
the operator will know the type of " care" he must take.

. _, _ _ __ .
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Rereponne

The prerequisite simply reminds the test <iirector and operator that
pressure control will not be as effective with auxiliary spray as it
would be with normal spray.4

Question
t-

In Step 5.1.7, 100 ppm increase in boron concentrating should be determined
1 by mass balance rather than by sampling. Sampiing may not be valid because

of stratification or other lack of uniformity throughout the reactor

3 coolant system.

| Response
,
d

3 A mass balance is used in determining the amount of baron to add to the
{ system per the normal operating instructions. The sapple simply verifies
! the mass balance. The sampling method used will show any lack of uni-
'

formity in the RCS because samples are taken from two RCS cold legs
and the pressurizer liquid.
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